
Phygital Church

A Primer on Leveraging Digital 
for Physical Church

What, Why and How is a Church Phygital: A Primer on Leveraging Digital for 
Physical Church

The advent of 5G internet has implications for the church, just as it does for the 
family, marketplace and every sector of society. How can the church leverage 
technology in order to be faithful to our calling to go and make disciples? In this 
unpretentious overview of opportunities we’ll hear from experienced practitioners 
who are pioneering new practices, going beyond reach to facilitate genuine 
engagement. In an era where content is ubiquitous, community and connection are 
craved. How can the church continue to lead in these critical areas, embodying the 
gospel in a disembodied context, seeing real personal and communal gospel 
transformation? This session is about more than “going online” to survive COVID, 
it’s about thriving and multiplying beyond. Participants will gain actionable insights 
for churches of all sizes and technical capabilities – tech wizards not required.
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Relationships, 
not Technology

Church Online

NH1

How Stadia got into Phygital:

• Advisory Team Discernment– Spring 2019
• Blue Sky session – Fall 2019 – Convened by Stadia with a select group of Church, 

Tech & Marketplace leaders
• TheChurch.Digital & Jeff Reed join forces with Stadia – January 2020

• Jeff Reed: https://thechurch.digital/jeff-reed
• March 2020 –First Webinar in response to Pandemic
• May 2020 – First iteration of Phygital Learning Communities
• August 2020 – Second iteration of Phygital Learning Communities
• September 2020 – collaboration with Barna & Gloo on: Six Questions About 

the Future of the Hybrid Church Experience
• October 2020 – First Phygital Innovation Meetup 

stadiachurchplanting.org/innovation
• January 2021 – Third iteration of Phygital Learning Communities
• March 2021 – Second iteration of Innovation Meetup 

stadiachurchplanting.org/innovation
• April 2021 – Fourth iteration of Phygital Learning Communities
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• August 17, 2021 – Third iteration of Stadia Innovation Meetup:  
https://stadiachurchplanting.org/events/innovation/register/
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Slide 2

NH1 Nathan Hawkins, 3/22/2021



Church Modalities
• Church Onsite = Location based ministry

• Most common modality of the church. Likely have a website, may broadcast content yet most if not all engagement 
requires physicality. 

• Example:  Small town market - Have a website but one must come to the local store to utilize its service. 

• Church Online = Digital broadcasting
• Typical expression of churches after March of 2020 - Broadcasting somewhat interactive (via chat) services, perhaps some 

groups connecting and limited pastoral care happening virtually. Typically limited (live) weekly engagement.

• Example:  Modern Supermarket - Most services on location, website allows for limited engagement i.e. placing of orders, 
curbside pickup and a few special services.

• Phygital Church = Interconnected ministry in physical and digital spaces
• Ministries including: worship, discipleship, evangelism, etc. are accessible, engaged and interwoven between the physical 

and digital spaces. Facilitate and encourage regular (daily) and varied on-demand online engagement

• Examples:  Target (Physical forward) & Amazon (Digital forward) - Individuals/Groups can engage in all aspects of 
services: shopping, delivery, customer service in intentional and strategically designed ways either/both in a physical or 
digital environment. 

• Digital Church = Online only based ministry of the church
• All ministries happen only online and virtually, without expectation or offering of physicality. 

• Example:  Netflix – Services are completely presented and experienced in a digital way. No expectation of               
physical engagement. 

Watch “Innovation Meetup Session 3: Introduction to Multi-Modal Ministry with 
Jeff Reed, Danielle Hicks, Angela Craig, and Emily Diaz: 
https://stadiachurchplanting.org/events/innovation/ondemand/

Additional resources/examples: 

• https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCeSIDt0C6cEnVrQqRVXntmQ

• https://stadia.box.com/s/eh3jc8554hccveho55ot94gaz17cmebb

• https://be.thechurch.digital/blog/beta18-defining-a-digital-only-location-

independent-church

• https://be.thechurch.digital/blog/beta16-differences-between-physical-digital

• https://be.thechurch.digital/blog/beta13-defining-a-successful-church

• https://be.thechurch.digital/blog/podcast-112-jason-morris-heidi-tompkins-

micro-locations-the-acts-2-revolution
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• https://be.thechurch.digital/blog/podcast-101-jim-tomberlin-the-goal-of-

physical-church

• https://be.thechurch.digital/blog/podcast-087-stories-strategy-of-a-digital-only-

expression-of-church
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Engagement: 
Online to Offline

The Gospel shared in the ONLINE WORLD
affects OFFLINE RELATIONSHIPS

Do not merely listen to the word [online] and 
so deceive yourselves.

Do what it says [in the real world].
James 1:22
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Engagement
• Move from broadcasting to interactive 

communication
• Engagement is most important 
• Engagement facilitates Connection
• Content is ubiquitous, connection & community 

are craved
• Churches can’t compete on content, value add 

(what each congregation has to offer) is 
connection. 
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10 Engagement Lessons

1. People interact with the world both physically and 
digitally thus the church will forever need to be phygital if 
it wants to reach this and the next generation. 

https://careynieuwhof.com/5-predictions-about-the-future-church-while-
everythings-still-unknown/

https://careynieuwhof.com/5-ways-the-current-crisis-is-accelerating-the-arrival-of-
the-future-church/

https://careynieuwhof.com/are-churches-behaving-like-malls-in-the-age-of-
amazon-just-hoping-for-people-to-shop-again/

https://careynieuwhof.com/7-steps-toward-a-digital-church-response-to-the-global-
crisis/
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1. People interact with the world both physically and digitally 
thus the church will forever need to be phygital if it wants to 
reach this and the next generation. 

2. You must define a physical and digital engagement process.

10 Engagement Lessons
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You must define a physical and digital engagement process. 
- We have moved from primarily a come and see strategy to a “go” show & 
tell. 
- We don’t have the time, money or manpower to do anything that isn’t 
mission critical. 
- We have to know, cast vision around and execute around a specific 

strategy that we are trying to use to help the lost become true disciples. 

Source: www.intentionalchurches.com
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1. People interact with the world both physically and digitally 
thus the church will forever need to be phygital if it wants to 
reach this and the next generation. 

2. You must define a physical and digital engagement process.

3. You cannot and should not be the only leader concerned 
with technology.

10 Engagement Lessons
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•Lead Pastor Primary Role Now: 
• Chief Hope Officer
• Lead Vision Caster
• Chief Leadership Development Officer
• Evangelism Champion
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1. People interact with the world both physically and digitally 
thus the church will forever need to be phygital if it wants to 
reach this and the next generation. 

2. You must define a physical and digital engagement process.

3. You cannot and should not be the only leader concerned with 
technology.

4. You will have to reprioritize ministry resources, 
reorganize your team, and adjust congregational 
expectations.

10 Engagement Lessons
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1954 TWA determined that they were going to make Kansas City their global hub.
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Worked with Kansas City to design and open in 1972.
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Drive to your gate with flight gates 75 feet from the roadway.  Single level no stairs. 
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- Literally 74 days after the Oct 23, 1972 opening the FAA began requiring security 
screening of all airline passengers, after 9/11 screening tightened even further

- Called one of the worst airports in the U.S. 
- Loss of Billions of dollars in airport revenue and tax revenues / let alone the opportunity 

costs 
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2023 $1.3B
You have heard the consulting questions:  If they (board, boss, whoever) fired all of us what 
would the next leadership group do?  Let’s do that now. 
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If you don’t like change, you’re going 
to like irrelevance even less.” 

- General Eric Shinseki, retired Chief of Staff, U.S Army
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1. People interact with the world both physically and digitally 
thus the church will forever need to be phygital if it wants to 
reach this and the next generation. 

2. You must define a physical and digital engagement process.

3. You cannot and should not be the only leader concerned with 
technology.

4. You will have to reprioritize ministry resources, reorganize 
your team, and adjust congregational expectations.

5. Show me your discipleship process and leadership 
pipeline and I will tell you your future.

10 Engagement Lessons

- The church has been forced to move from primarily a strategy of come and see to now 
go show and tell.

- Your discipleship process and leadership pipeline are the engine of the church. 
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Forced to leave home base, the 
followers of Jesus all became 
missionaries.

- Act 8:4 Message 
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5. Show me your discipleship process and leadership pipeline 
and I will tell you your future.

6. No one has phygital or digital youth & family ministry 
completely figured out.

10 Engagement Lessons

We have for years taken the primary responsibility of spiritual growth off of a 
parent’s plate… the idea of them becoming the primary disciplers is gonna 
take time.

The church is having to move from being event & production organized to 
training & equipping 
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5. Show me your discipleship process and leadership pipeline 
and I will tell you your future.

6. No one has digital youth & children’s ministry completely 
figured out.

7. We can’t lose sight of the one.

10 Engagement Lessons

Many of us have allowed ourselves to be consumed with the 99. 
We have to develop an army of people who are pursuing and befriending the 
anonymous that come / drop in on our services. 
As well as we need to be equipping our 99 with shareable content to reach 
their 1
We have to create strategies to engage.

New people weren’t filling out our physical visitor cards they sure as 
heck aren’t filling out digital attendance cards.
Illustration - Church that was in a community of extremely high 
divorce rates. They started giving out $20 gift cards to visitors to be 
able to go on a date night. 
Smart people call this a value exchange problem. I am not giving you 
my contact info because I aren't getting anything of value for doing 
that...
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5. Show me your discipleship process and leadership pipeline 
and I will tell you your future.

6. No one has digital youth & children’s ministry completely 
figured out.

7. We can’t lose sight of the one.

8. For 99% of churches this is a time to be hyper local and 
personal.

10 Engagement Lessons

Crossroads, Churchome, Northpoint need global strategies now 

Be the church in your community that the community can’t do without.
Be the church on your block that the block can’t do without.

The closer we are to people the greater the impact. 
Think relationally not physical proximity. 

By definition: Impact requires contact. 

Be the church with people who are a part of it that are known for reaching 
out when the world is closing up. 
Dream big, start small, execute like crazy
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Art of Neighboring – Jay Pathak & Dave Runyon

https://www.artofneighboring.com/
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5. Show me your discipleship process and leadership pipeline 
and I will tell you your future.

6. No one has digital youth & children’s ministry completely 
figured out.

7. We can’t loose sight of the one.

8. For 99% of churches this is a time to be hyper local and 
personal.

9. This is a season of learning, trial & iteration.

10 Engagement Lessons
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We must create a “Let’s try it” culture
Let’s commit to getting 1% better this week.
We need to shoot bb’s before we launch bombs
Try out watch parties before you declare that as the Next New thing for your 
church.
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9. This is a season of learning, trial & iteration.

10.Physical presence didn’t equal spiritual growth nor does 
digital presence equal spiritual growth.

10 Engagement Lessons

- We have to push beyond views, attendance, etc.
- Covid exposed and accelerated trends in the church that predated the 

pandemic
- It is about names not numbers.
- You don't need an aggregated scoreboard.

- There is some overlap but largely they are different things.
- You don't need multipliers keep a different scoreboard for each.
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Breakdown in 
Breakouts

Four Helpful Questions, what is:
Right, Wrong, Missing, & Confusing
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9. This is a season of learning, trial & iteration.
10. Physical presence didn’t equal spiritual growth nor does digital 

presence equal spiritual growth.

Lagniappe 
11. This is probably the greatest opportunity in our lifetimes for 

the spread and multiplication of the Gospel.

12. Nobody has this all figured out.

13. Fatigued leaders don’t make good decisions.

10 Engagement Lessons

Gutenberg Press, Pax Romana

Every church in American can do just about anything they want.
Digital only, Virtual, digital campus, church online, micro campus (watch parties, 
neighborhood, affinity based, cause based), multi campus (mega, portable, pop-
up), mega/macro/micro networks, church planting.

You don’t have to have it all figured out now!

The first mover advantage often isn’t best… just ask Netscape, just ask myspace, 
just ask kodak

You must give yourself some grace. Pastors are losing their minds about some 
people who aren’t engaging. 

People were already not engaged when we were meeting in physical environments, 
they are just now showing us now where they really were then by not showing up 
online. 
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At best they were showing up 1.7 times a month.

Warren Buffett spends 1 hr a day just thinking.

We are on overload: covid, racial issues, Politics, National Disasters, kids and school,

Many of you don’t have any more processing space left

If you haven’t taken a vacation / staycation / overnighter you aren’t helping anyone, 
most of all your church. 
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John 5:1-13
Soon another Feast came around and Jesus was back in Jerusalem. Near the Sheep Gate in Jerusalem 
there was a pool, in Hebrew called Bethesda, with five alcoves. Hundreds of sick people—blind, crippled, 
paralyzed—were in these alcoves. One man had been an invalid there for thirty-eight years. When Jesus 
saw him stretched out by the pool and knew how long he had been there, he said, “Do you want to get 
well?”

The sick man said, “Sir, when the water is stirred, I don’t have anybody to put me in the pool. By the time I 
get there, somebody else is already in.”

Jesus said, “Get up, take your bedroll, start walking.” The man was healed on the spot. He picked up his 
bedroll and walked off.

That day happened to be the Sabbath. The Jews stopped the healed man and said, “It’s the Sabbath. You 
can’t carry your bedroll around. It’s against the rules.”

But he told them, “The man who made me well told me to. He said, ‘Take your bedroll 
and start walking.’”

They asked, “Who gave you the order to take it up and start walking?” But the healed man didn’t know, for 
Jesus had slipped away into the crowd.

John 5 - do what you believe the father is telling you to do and be ok with that.
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6 Questions to Help 
Your Phygital 

Strategy

https://be.thechurch.digital/blog/the-battle-to-save-our-disenfranchised-church-
its-not-in-our-buildings-its-online
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Your Phygital Strategy
1. What is your ministry strategy for people who live more 

than 30 minutes from your physical campus who are 
engaging with you online? 
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1. What is your ministry strategy for people who live more than 
30 minutes from your physical campus who are engaging with 
you online? 

2. Do you think of digital as “a campus”, “a screen door to 
your physical location”, “fully integrated approach”, “a 
complement to your physical campus” or “a specific 
mission field”?

Your Phygital Strategy
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1. What is your ministry strategy for people who live more than 
30 minutes from your physical campus who are engaging with 
you online? 

2. Do you think of digital as “a campus”, “a screen door to your 
physical location”, “fully integrated approach”, “a complement 
to your physical campus” or “a specific mission field”?

3. What do you want to equip lay leaders to be responsible 
for / to lead?  What is the highest level of leadership for 
them?

Your Phygital Strategy
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4. Three years from now do you see your church as “dual-
channeled”, “specific channeled” or “omni-channeled”?

Your Phygital Strategy

See this resource on regathering & multiplying : 
https://stadia.box.com/s/j5hbbhy5bs795udoi1t82sezj1gswkr0
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4. Three years from now do you see your church as “dual-
channeled”, “specific channeled” or “omni-channeled”?

5. How do you want to align your staff to have a phygital 
strategy? 
a) Digital is a separate division
b) Digital has an executive level champion
c) Digital is a worship service function

Your Phygital Strategy
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4. Three years from now do you see your church as “dual-
channeled”, “specific channeled” or “omni-channeled”?

5. How do you want to align your staff to have a phygital 
strategy? 
a) Digital is a separate division
b) Digital has an executive level champion
c) Digital is a worship service function

6. Who is your cohort or community that you regularly meet 
with to dream and learn from each other on how to 
navigate the new phygital realities of church? 

Your Phygital Strategy
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Breakdown in 
Breakouts

Four Helpful Questions, what is:
Right, Wrong, Missing, & Confusing
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Check out the updated schedule and contributors here: 
https://stadia.box.com/s/4aszqnicbnjz5eszt3mbqlmivr577pbm

If you are ready to register, please do so here: 
https://events.blackthorn.io/en/A0Hr5y6/g/Q029TMaV2e/february-phygital-
learning-communities-4a9v4w1hOc/overview
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“The Best way to predict 
the future is to create it.”  

- Peter Drucker -

https://be.thechurch.digital/blog/beta05-small-steps-
towards-effective-digital-strategy
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Phygital Learning Community:
Helping Your Church Thrive, Grow, & Multiply
Physically + Digitally

• No silver bullets. 

• Develop a Digital strategy aligned with your church’s mission & vision

• Build the foundation of planting Digital-First or Digital-Only Churches

• Insights from: Crossroads, Churchome, Saddleback, Westside Family, 

Intentional Churches, GLOO & more + churches like yours

• 10-week Virtual Learning Communities

http://stadiachurchplanting.org/phygital

http://stadiachurchplanting.org/phygital

Background details including a Vision Deck, Text Synopsis, Syllabus example and info 
on Leaders: https://stadia.box.com/s/0kl4o3wfl5y22gz7x015bretv2svwewk
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Phygital Learning Communities Round 1 & 2 Participating church locations
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Phygital fun :40 video: https://vimeo.com/500939356
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Questions?
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Nathan.Hawkins@StadiaChurchPlanting.org
StadiaChurchPlanting.org/Phygital
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Phygital Church

A Primer on Leveraging Digital 
for Physical Church

What, Why and How is a Church Phygital: A Primer on Leveraging Digital for 
Physical Church

The advent of 5G internet has implications for the church, just as it does for the 
family, marketplace and every sector of society. How can the church leverage 
technology in order to be faithful to our calling to go and make disciples? In this 
unpretentious overview of opportunities we’ll hear from experienced practitioners 
who are pioneering new practices, going beyond reach to facilitate genuine 
engagement. In an era where content is ubiquitous, community and connection are 
craved. How can the church continue to lead in these critical areas, embodying the 
gospel in a disembodied context, seeing real personal and communal gospel 
transformation? This session is about more than “going online” to survive COVID, 
it’s about thriving and multiplying beyond. Participants will gain actionable insights 
for churches of all sizes and technical capabilities – tech wizards not required.
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